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Abstract
The main goal of this paper is to propose a probability model for computing probabilities of
dismissal of 10b-5 securities class-action cases filed in United States Federal district courts. By
dismissal, we mean dismissal with prejudice in response to the motion to dismiss filed by the
defendants, and not eventual dismissal after the discovery process. The proposed probability
model is a hybrid of two widely-used methods: logistic regression, and näıve Bayes. Using a
dataset of 925 10b-5 securities class-action cases filed between 2002 and 2010, we show that the
proposed hybrid model has the potential of computing better probabilities than either LR or NB
models. By better, we mean lower root mean square errors of probabilities of dismissal. The
proposed hybrid model uses the following features: allegations of generally accepted accounting
principles violations, allegations of lack of internal control, bankruptcy filing during the class period,
allegations of Section 11 violations of Securities Act of 1933, and short-term drop in stock price.
Our model is useful for those insurance companies which underwrite Directors and Officers liability
policy.
Keywords: probability, logistic regression, näıve Bayes, hybrid model, 10b-5 security class-action
cases
1. Introduction
Decision support system (DSS) tools have been an integral part of effective decision making.
Over the years, DSS tools have enriched managerial judgement by turning data-driven insights
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into actionable solutions. Much of recent developments in decision making is in model-based
management support which incorporates knowledge and models for judgement and decision [1, 2].5
An example of such system includes credit approval applications that access credit scores and other
relevant information to approve/deny credit card applications. Model-based DSS finds applications
in wide variety of domains such as quality management [3], energy planning [4], project portfolio
selection [5], and others. In this paper, we aim to develop a model-based DSS for the D&O
insurance companies in the context of 10b-5 securities class-action lawsuits.10
Securities class-actions are lawsuits filed by shareholders due to violation of securities laws.
Some common class-action allegations are fraudulent disclosure, misleading forecast, violation of
securities laws, insider trading and financial restatements. It is well known that securities class-
actions can inflict serious damage to defendant’s financial health and stock market performance
[6, 7]. In recent years, nearly 35− 40% of all class-action suits allege security frauds and account15
for approximately 75% of all settlement awards [8, 9]. Since 1996, over 4,100 security class-actions
have been filed and approximately $87 billion has been dispensed in settlements 1. As a result,
virtually every public corporations in U.S. buy Directors and Officers (D&O) coverage to safeguard
its directors and officers from class-action liabilities [10, 11].
In this context, the role of D&O underwriters and risk managers becomes crucial. While20
past literatures [10, 12] provide some guidance on preemptive risk management (e.g. predicting
corporate governance risk), the reactive risk management aspects have not been well studied. In
particular, it is still an open question for the insurance companies to decide whether to ‘settle’
or ‘fight’ (on behalf of the defendant) when facing a class-action litigation. Given the high cost
of penalties, clearly, an early settlement can potentially benefit the insurance company when the25
probability of dismissal is low i.e. the lawsuit is likely to be ruled in favor of the plaintiff. This
explains why insurance companies may be interested in predicting probability of dismissal early
in the trial. To answer this research question, we propose a predictive model that can estimate
probability of dismissal at an early stage, solely based on the allegations made by a plaintiff. This
paper investigates how an enabling decision support system can lead to improved decision-making30
1〈http://securities.stanford.edu/〉
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for the insurance companies.
There are several challenges that must be addressed while attempting to build a probability
model. The proposed model must be reliable, well-calibrated, efficient, and sensitive to error. In
order to simultaneously achieve these multiple objectives, we adopt a multi-pronged strategy, i.e.,
Markov blankets for feature set selection; root mean square errors (RMSE) as a model evaluation35
metric; reliability diagram for model calibration; and non-parametric bootstrapping for computing
standard deviation of test set errors. We also show that our model produces lower error compared
to a recent method [13]. We discuss in further details in Section 8. Note that this paper is about
building a decision tool for predicting probability of dismissal in securities class-action cases based
on a dataset of 925 instances. We find that a hybrid of two widely-used methods: logistic regression40
(LR), and näıve Bayes (NB) performs better than pure LR and pure NB for this dataset. The
strengths of our model are that it can simultaneously incorporate continuous features and features
with missing features, is efficient and yet simple to use.
Two natural questions to ask at this juncture. First, why use a hybrid model? Second, when
does a hybrid model perform better than the constituent methods?. Below we answer these two45
questions together. Referring to the “no free lunch” theorem in [14], we state that no single
computational view solves all the problems, since each one has its own domain of competence.
Hybrid models have been studied extensively in the past with respect to classification [15, 16].
It is well known that hybrid methods seek to exploit the strengths of the individual components,
obtaining enhanced performance for the combination [17–19]. [20] provides an analytical proof that50
hybrid classifier works better under some conditions. In the machine learning domain also, different
hybrid models combining generative and discriminative approaches have been proposed, such as
hybrid generative-discriminative models [21], mixed log-likelihood model [22, 23], multi-conditional
learning models [24], Bayesian trade-off [25], H-bayes model [26], and JoDiG approach [27]. [28]
compare logistic regression and nave Bayes models. Their conclusions are that asymptotically55
LR models do better than NB, but that NB models reach their asymptotic accuracy faster than
LR models. [29] observe that the generative approach enjoys better classification performance
than its discriminative counterpart when the model is correctly specified. However, when the
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model is misspecified, the performance of discriminative model improves as the training set size
increases. Between these two extremes, there is a region where hybrid model may outperform both60
generative and discriminative techniques. This, once again, substantiates the celebrated “no free
lunch” theorem in [14] and answers our second question. To explore whether hybrid method is
always optimal for all domains is beyond the scope of this paper.
Our sole objective is to propose a model that enables D&O insurers to identify which features
contribute to the dismissal (or settlement) of a class-action and compute the probability of dismissal65
conditional on their realizations. Our model not only helps the D&O insurers to make an early
assessment of risk, but also acts as an useful tool for the future. The study also provides useful
insights to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), other policymakers, and academicians
who study policy implications and implement judicial reforms.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section contains a review of70
related works on class-action lawsuits. In Section 3, we summarize the contributions of this paper.
Section 4 describes the dataset and explains the complexities involved in data preparation. In the
subsequent three sections, we sketch the basics of NB, LR and hybrid method, their assumptions,
strengths and weaknesses. In Section 8, we describe the feature selection methodology and their
nuances. In Section 9, we present our results and compare the models. Finally, in Section 11, we75
summarize our findings and conclude.
2. Related Work
Existing literatures on securities class-actions are broadly of two types. The first category
is comprised of those which examine the effect of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reforms
Act (PSLRA) of 1995 on class-action outcomes and is extremely rich in content. Motivated by80
PSLRA, these papers explore which factors contribute to the dismissal (or settlement) of a class-
action and influence the settlement size conditional on settlement. The significant contributions in
this category are by [10, 11, 30–32]. We summarize some of their contributions below.
In the post-PSLRA period, [32] finds that the allegation of financial restatements makes a
case more likely to be settled, while the allegations of insider trading and misleading forecast are85
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insignificant for the outcomes. [30, 31] study the lead plaintiff provision of PSLRA and examine
whether institutional lead plaintiff increases the settlement size. Their findings suggest that though
institutional lead plaintiff increases the average settlement, the lead plaintiff provision of PSLRA
is generally ineffective. It is learnt that (i) provable loss, (ii) total asset of the defendant firm, and
(iii) presence of an SEC enforcement action, all positively influence the settlement amount. [33]90
investigates the kind of cases that are ultimately dismissed/settled and find that security class-
action cases that allege financial restatements and SEC enforcement actions are less likely to be
dismissed.
In contrast, the second category is relatively nascent and contains very few literatures, which
focus on predicting the probability of dismissal/settlement in a class-action case. Unlike the first95
category, here we deal with probability models that can predict probabilities. The significant
contributions in this category are by [34] and [13] . Using a dataset of 155 instances, [34] employs
a logistic regression model to determine which allegations are correlated with the outcome of the
motion to dismiss and by inference, whether these allegations influence the decisions of the ruling
judges. They find that violation of generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) and allegation100
of false forward looking guidance favour settlement, while insider trading allegation may or may
not be significant (at 5% significance level) and the courts differ in their views. The significant
features are selected based on the p-value of the regression coefficients. Though their model is
essentially a classification model, [34] only focuses on determining the significant features that are
correlated with the outcome and hence does not provide any model performance measure. As a105
result, we only qualitatively compare our results with [34].
We now turn to the work by [13], which is most relevant in our context. Using a dataset
of nearly 1200 instances and 18 features primarily from RiskMetrics,2 they propose a Bayesian
hierarchical composite model that estimates (i) the probability of dismissal, and (ii) the settlement
size conditional on non-dismissal. The portion of the model for computing probability of dismissal is110
a logistic regression model. Some of the 18 features they use are relevant for computing probability




In this paper, we develop a probability model by using a recent technique, called a hybrid model,
that combines logistic regression (LR), and näıve Bayes (NB) in one model. Using a dataset of115
925 instances of 10b-5 securities class-action cases filed in U.S. Federal district courts during 2002–
2010,3 we compute the probability of dismissal based on a set of features. Rule 10b-5 violation
deals with securities fraud and appears in approximately 82% of all security class-actions filed in
last 5 years [35].
Using a new algorithm for the construction of a hybrid model, we find that only 5 features are120
significant for computing the probabilities of class-action outcomes. They are: (i) GAAP violation,
(ii) lack of internal control, (iii) whether the defendant has filed for bankruptcy in the class period,
(iv) violations of Section 11 of Securities Act of 1933; and (v) percentage of sudden short-term
drop in share price alleged in the consolidated complaint. A predictive model is proposed that
determines the probability of dismissal based on these features. In the next section, we contrast125
our work with [13] and show that our model provides higher accuracy, in addition to being tolerant
to missing data.
3. Contribution
Our work contributes to the existing literature on class-action cases in the following ways.
1. First, we define the notion of ‘dismissal’ from the viewpoint of D&O insurance company,130
which is virtually always the principal party at interest. In our model, by ‘dismissal’ (the
class variable), we mean initial dismissal in response to the motion to dismiss filed by the
defendants, and not the eventual dismissal that the earlier works have studied. This new def-
inition also complements the underlying spirit of PSLRA, which lays emphasis on heightened
pleading requirements and disallows the plaintiff from obtaining discovery prior to disposal135
of defendant’s motion to dismiss. The idea is to eliminate frivolous filings that do not sur-
vive the test of motion to dismiss. Clearly, defendant’s motion to dismiss in post-PSLRA
3〈http://securities.stanford.edu/〉
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Figure 1: Median settlement (million $) by duration from filing date to settlement date (1996-2014)
regime becomes a milestone and in that light, our definition of initial dismissal appears more
appealing. Once the motion to dismiss is denied, the next phase is discovery, which is very
expensive and all expenses including settlement amount are paid generally by the insurance140
company under the D&O coverage. So even if the case is eventually dismissed, the insurance
company is saddled by huge expenses. Hence, it is prudent for the D&O company to assess
the probability of dismissal before motion to dismiss is disposed of and settle the case sooner
if necessary, since settlement amount increases with time (see Figure 1).
2. Next, in contrast to earlier works (see [13]), which use logistic regression, we propose to use a145
hybrid model. Hybrid model has some advantages over pure LR and pure NB models, and is
a relatively new technique. Using the dataset on 10b-5 class-action cases, we show that this
approach in the context of this problem has better predictive accuracy than pure LR and
pure NB models. [13] uses a graphical technique (reliability diagram) for model evaluation
and conclude that their ‘settlement/dismissal model’ is well calibrated, though the model150
errors are not reported. For the purpose of comparison, we estimate the RMSE from the
reliability diagram, which are approximately 6.01% for the training set and 11.17% for the
test set. We show that our hybrid model has a training set RMSE of 4.12% and a test set
RMSE of 9.30%, an improvement over the model by [13].
3. Also, our hybrid model differs from those suggested in the literature [26, 27]. [26] uses LR155
as a discriminative component, and NB as a generative component. All features are used in
the hybrid model. They start with all features in the NB part, and then move one feature
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at a time to the LR part, in a greedy fashion, as long as the classification error decreases,
and stop otherwise. [27] also uses LR as the discriminative component, but use Fisher’s
(1936) linear discriminant analysis (LDA) as the generative component. All features, which160
are continuous, are used in the hybrid model. They test all features for univariate normal
distribution and those that fail are moved to the LR part with the rest in the LDA part.
4. Our method of construction is different. First, we estimate a Markov blanket (MB) of the
class variable, and eliminate features not in the MB. MB is a technique for selecting the
optimal set of features [36] for our class variable ‘dismissal’ by eliminating irrelevant and165
redundant features. [37] mentions that MB can improve the prediction performance and
speed up the training and inference process. Next, we search for a best LR model and a
best NB model from among the features in the Markov blanket, and eliminate those features
that are not used in either of the two best models. Finally, we search for the best hybrid
model (from the set of features that are either in the best LR or in the best NB models)170
with the restriction that each such feature must be used in either the LR or the NB portion
of a hybrid model. This restriction reduces the search space of hybrid models from O(3k) to
O(2k), where k is the number of features in the best LR or best NB models. In the context
of 10b-5 class-action cases, k = 5, and the search is tractable. We verify (using exhaustive
search) that such a restriction does not eliminate the best hybrid model.175
4. Data
In this section, we describe our dataset and explain the process of labeling each instance, in the
light of our new notion of ‘dismissal’. The sample is comprised of 925 instances of securities class-
action cases filed in various U.S. Federal district courts between 2002−2010. Why 2002−2010? The
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (often shortened to SOX) is legislation passed by the U.S. Congress to180
protect shareholders and the general public from accounting errors and fraudulent practices in the
enterprise. Most of the class-action cases in 2011 onwards are still pending resolution. Our primary
source of data is Stanford Securities Class Action Clearinghouse,4 which keeps track of all Federal
4〈http://securities.stanford.edu/〉
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securities class-action cases since the passage of PSLRA. SCAC provides historical information
of securities class action cases with accompanying full-text complaints, motions, dockets, judicial185
opinions and other major court filings. The data collection was carried out by select graduate law
students at University of Kansas, over a period of 6 months. Engaging law students is intended
to lend credibility to our dataset from legal viewpoint; making sure that the dataset is unbiased
and comprehensive. The dataset is further cross-checked with a commercial dataset (Advisen’s
Master Significant Cases & Actions Database5) for accuracy, and in case of disagreements, we190
verify by reading the consolidated complaints whether we or Advisen’s database have the correct
information.
Data collection involves two primary tasks; first, to select instances for our dataset and second,
to identify the relevant features that we use to build the model. We independently select 970
class-action cases filed between 2002 − 2010, for which the outcomes to ‘motion to dismiss’ are195
known. Our selection is not subject to any pre-determined bias with regard to industry sector,
type of plaintiff or any other attribute. Next, we select the relevant features for our model. A
total of 19 features are shortlisted, that were commonly alleged in various consolidated complaints.
Our assumption is that outcomes are merit-based and depend on the strength of the allegations
in consolidated complaint. This assumption is reasonable and consistent with the philosophy of200
PSLRA. In a pilot study carried out by [38], only 6 of these 19 features are found relevant for
predicting dismissal. Subsequently, we further add 3 additional features (last 3 in the list below).
These 9 features are:
1. GP = whether GAAP violations is alleged (1) or not (0);
2. II = whether lead plaintiff is an institutional investor (1) or not (0);205
3. BR = whether the defendant has filed for bankruptcy in the class period (1) or not (0);
4. S11 = whether violations under Section 11 of Securities Act 1933 is alleged (1) or not (0);
5. RF = whether company financials are restated during the class period6 (1) or not (0); and
6. STD = the maximum % short-term (1 to 5 working days) drop in share price alleged;
5〈http://www.advisenltd.com/2015/02/27/mscad-methodology-no-two-databases-are-the-same/〉
6A ‘class period’ is a specific period of time in which the unlawful conduct is alleged to have occurred.
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7. SI = whether investigation is initiated against the defendant by SEC (1) or not (0);210
8. IC = whether the complaint alleges lack of internal control (1) or not (0);
9. IS = whether the complaint alleges insider selling (1) or not (0);
Except STD, which is a continuous feature, all other features have binary outcomes, true (1)
or false (0), as reported in consolidated complaint. In this problem, the class variable (C) is a
categorical variable having two outcomes dismissed (d) and not dismissed (nd).215
Now, we need to assign an outcome (d or nd) to each instance in the light of our notion
of ‘dismissal’. Beyond the obvious ones where the case was dismissed with prejudice, it was
exceedingly complex to decide the outcome. We consulted with the global head of a D&O insurance
company (who sponsored this research and wishes to remain anonymous), for their expert counsel
in this matter. First, those instances, in which there the plaintiffs had voluntarily withdrawn the220
cases before defendant’s filing of ‘motion to dismiss’, were classified as erroneous filing and were
dropped. Based on this criterion, we dropped 45 cases as erroneous filings. Second, in the event
of a voluntary withdrawal of the complaint by the plaintiff, it was considered as ‘dismissed’ if
there were neither any ‘secret’ settlements (as noted in the dismissal order by the court) nor any
related filing within a year before or after the voluntary withdrawal. Third, any class-action case in225
which the defendant settles before the ruling on ‘motion to dismiss’, is deemed as ‘not dismissed’,
presuming possible merits in favor of the plaintiff. 7 At this stage, we had 925 instances left, which
were classified into 4 possible categories as described below.
Type 1: Dismissed with prejudice
In 270 such cases, the ruling judge dismissed the case with prejudice upon hearing the ‘motion230
to dismiss’ filed by the defendants. In these cases, the plaintiffs are not entitled to refile another
lawsuit for the same claim. These cases were classified as dismissed. In another 211 cases, the
ruling judge dismissed the cases without prejudice, which entitles the plaintiff the right for re-filing
another suit later on the same claim. This begins the entire process once again and follows the
7In the literature, there exist instances of ‘strike suits’ [31], in which the ratio of settlement to ‘provable loss’ is
extremely low, often indicating the frivolousness of allegations. In such cases, settlement acts more as an exit route
and does not imply submission of guilt. We did not engage in such subtleties
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same course of events. For the sake of brevity, we only summarize the results. 125 of these 211235
cases were classified as dismissed and remaining 86 cases as not dismissed.
Type 2 : Mutually settled prior to ruling on motion to dismiss
There are 176 cases in which defendants and plaintiffs agreed to settle the case before ‘motion
to dismiss’ was ruled by the judge. Such cases were classified as not dismissed indicating possible
merits in the case in favor of the plaintiff.240
Type 3: Voluntarily withdrawn by the plaintiffs
19 such cases were voluntarily withdrawn by the plaintiffs before the court’s ruling of the
‘motion to dismiss’, and hence they were classified as dismissed.
Type 4: Motion to dismiss denied
The court had rejected the defendant’s ‘motion to dismiss’ and proceeded to discovery in 249245
instances. Only 5 of these cases were eventually dismissed by the court (after a period of 3–5 years
of discovery), and remaining cases were settled by the defendant. In the light of our new definition
of dismissal, all 249 instances were classified as not dismissed.
In summary, the class outcomes are as follows : # dismissed = 414, and # not dismissed
= 511. In Figure 2, we present the descriptive statistics of the 9 features across each class outcome250
dismissed and not dismissed. Short term drop (STD) is a continuous feature, but the depiction
in Figure 2 is a discretized version where STD = 1 means STD > 42.2%, and STD = 0 means
STD ≤ 42.2% (discretization of STD is described in greater detail in Section 8). There are no
instances of missing data. Finally, the dataset is randomly partitioned into a training set (90%)
and a test set (10%). As a result, the training set contains 832 cases and test set contains remaining255
93 cases.
5. Näıve Bayes
A näıve Bayes (NB) model is a Bayesian classifier that assumes mutual conditional independence
of the features given the class variable (see Figure 3). This assumption reduces the complexity of
the model (# parameters), which makes it very robust. Suppose that class variable C has two260
outcomes (e.g., dismissed (d) and not dismissed (nd)) and the Markov blanket of C has n features
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Figure 2: Descriptive statistics of all features in the dataset.
Figure 3: A Näıve Bayes Model
E = (E1, . . . , En). The assumption of conditional independence means that the joint probability
distribution factors as follows:
P (C,E) = P (C)
n∏
i=1
P (Ei | C) (1)
A NB classifier first learns the joint probability P (C = d,E) and then use Bayes’ rule to compute
the posterior probability distribution P (C = d | e) for every new instance e = (e1, e2, . . . , en) that265
we wish to classify. Thus,
P (C = d | e) =
P (C = d)
∏n




P (C = nd | e) =
P (C = nd)
∏n
i=1 P (ei | C = nd)
P (e)
(3)
Dividing Eq. (2) by Eq. (3), we get;
O(C = d | e) = O(C = d)
n∏
i=1
L(C = d, ei) (4)
where O(C = d | e) denotes the posterior odds P (C=d|e)P (C=nd|e) for dismissed, O(C = d) denotes the
prior odds P (C=d)P (C=nd) for dismissed, and L(C = d, ei) denotes the likelihood ratio
P (ei|C=d)
P (ei|C=nd) for
dismissed from observed value ei of feature Ei. Once we have computed posterior odds for C = d,
we can compute the posterior probability P (C = d | e) as follows:
P (C = d | e) = O(C = d | e)
O(C = d | e) + 1
(5)
Eqs. (4) and (5) enable us to compute the posterior probability for dismissed using the NB
classifier given observed attribute values e. For a binary class variable C and n binary features,
we have 2n + 1 parameters. If a feature has a missing (or unobserved) value, its corresponding
likelihood ratio is 1 and we can disregard such features from Eq. (4). So NB is tolerant to missing270
data.
The conditional independence assumptions of a NB classifier are often not satisfied in a real
dataset. However, the model classification performance may still be good in practice although the
probabilities may not be well calibrated [39]. Presence of continuous features having non-gaussian
distribution imposes some problems. One common solution is to discretize the continuous features275
into a finite number of bins, though such discretization may result in loss of information. Also, the
number of parameters increases with the # bins. For each feature with k bins, we have c ∗ (k− 1)
parameters, where c is the number of classes. We discuss discretization in more detail in Section 8.
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Figure 4: A Logistic Regression Model
6. Logistic Regression
Logistic regression (LR) is a conditional probability model that estimates the conditional prob-280
ability directly from the data. Unlike NB, a logistic regression model makes no assumptions about
conditional independence of the features. It only assumes that the posterior log odds of the class
variable is a linear function of the features. LR model can handle both discrete or continuous
real-valued features, but is not tolerant to missing data. If we have a categorical feature with k
nominal values, we have to represent such a feature with k−1 boolean features with values in {0,1}.285
Figure 4 shows a logistic regression model as a Bayesian network. The dotted oval containing the
feature variables denotes that the graphical structure of the feature variables is unspecified. Given
observed values of all feature variables, the said graphical structure is irrelevant to the posterior
marginal of the class variable.
Given a set of m discrete or continuous features F = (F1, . . . , Fm), and corresponding observa-290
tion vector f = (f1 . . . , fm), we have:
ln (O(C = d | f)) = β0 + β1f1 + β2f2 + . . .+ βmfm (6)
By taking the anti-logarithm of both sides of Eq. (6), we get:
O(C = d | f) = eβ0+β1f1+...+βmfm (7)
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We compute the posterior probability P (C = d | f) as follows:
P (C = d | f) = O(C = d | f)
O(C = d | f) + 1
(8)
Eq. (8) enables us to compute the posterior probability for dismissed using the LR classifier
given observed attribute values f . For a binary class variable C and m features, we have m + 1295
parameters.
Missing data is a common problem for LR models. Depending on the amount of missing data,
it may significantly affect the efficiency and accuracy of the classifier. We either delete instances
with missing values or impute the missing values using expectation-maximization algorithm [40].
7. Hybrid Method300
Hybrid LR-NB model, or simply ‘hybrid’ model, combines the strengths of each constituent
method. Figure 5 represents a typical hybrid model with m features F1, F2, . . . , Fm in the LR part
of the model and n features E1, E2, . . . , En in the NB part. A hybrid model can simultaneously
deal with both continuous features and missing data in the same model. A feature is either in the
LR part or in the NB part, but not both. The hybrid model assumes that the set of features in305
LR part is conditionally independent of the features in NB part, given the class variable. Also,
the features in the NB part are assumed to be mutually conditionally independent given the class
variables. As before, the dotted oval containing the feature variables in the LR part denotes the
graphical structure is unspecified and irrelevant so long as we know their observed values.
To avoid information loss due to discretization, it is best to model continuous features in the310
LR part. However, they can still be used in the NB part if discretized appropriately, though model
performance may suffer. In contrast, the presence of missing data imposes a restriction on the
use of such features in the LR model. Therefore, features with missing values should always be
considered in the NB part of a hybrid model.
Learning the parameters of a hybrid model from data is easy since the features in the LR part315
are conditionally independent of the features in the NB part given the class C and vice-versa. This
independence allows us to compute the conditional P (C | f) in the LR part using standard toolkits
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Figure 5: A Hybrid LR-NB Model
for logistic regression, while the conditionals P (ej | C) for each value ej of Ej , can be learnt using
the standard methods for näıve Bayes.
Making inference in a hybrid model is simple. For the simplicity of exposition, assume C is a320
binary variable, as before. Using variable elimination [41], if we eliminate the features in the LR
part of the model, we get the posterior odds O(C = d | f) as given by Eq. (7). If we now eliminate
the features in the NB part of the model, we get the posterior of C as given by Eq. (4), but with
O(C = d | f) replacing the prior odd O(C = d). Formally, if f = (f1, . . . , fm) and e = (e1, . . . , en),
then:325





L(C = d, ej) (9)
Eq. (9) is the main equation for making exact inference from a hybrid model. If all features in
the NB part of the model and the class variable are binary, then the number of parameters in a
hybrid model is m+ 1 + 2n. Thus, a hybrid model retains the simplicity of LR and NB models.
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8. Feature Selection and Construction of a Hybrid Model
In this section, we describe how we select features for a hybrid model, and provide an algorithm330
for the construction of hybrid model. Our method is implemented for the the 10b-5 security class-
action dataset.
Step 1: Markov Blanket Estimation. In the first step, we estimate a Markov blanket of the class
variable C. By definition, a node is conditionally independent of all other nodes given its Markov
blanket. For example, In a Bayesian network, a variable’s Markov blanket includes its parents, its335
children, and co-parents of its children. Thus, the knowledge of the features in the Markov blanket
of class C alone is sufficient to predict the class outcome. We use the training set to estimate the
Markov blanket. The Markov blanket of class variable C is estimated using learn.mb command in
bnlearn package in R [42].
Various constraint-based algorithms [43] exist in literature that use conditional independence340
tests to estimate the Markov blanket. These algorithms compute the Markov blanket directly,
without first estimating a graphical model. We use 4 different constraint-based algorithms: (i)
grow shrink [44]; (ii) incremental association [45]; (iii) fast incremental association [46]; and (iv)
interleaved incremental association [45], and 10 different conditional independence tests8 as imple-
mented in bnlearn package for each of these algorithms, resulting in 40 estimates of Markov blanket.345
We take the union of features in all 40 estimated Markov blankets as the estimated Markov blanket
of C. The logic is that a feature is excluded if all estimated 40 Markov blankets are unanimous on
the exclusion of the feature. This is only one step in feature selection.
The test results show that the estimated Markov blanket of class C contains 6 features: (i) GP ,
(ii) RF , (iii) IC, (iv) S11, (v) BR, and (vi) STD. Thus, given the values of these six features, the350
remaining three features, SI, II, and IS, are irrelevant to the class variable, subject to estimation
errors. As we have no missing values in our dataset, we proceed with these 6 features for subsequent
model selection and validation exercise.
8These conditional independence tests are for discrete variables and include asymptotic chi-square tests based on
mutual information with and without adjusted degrees of freedom, Monte Carlo permutation test, the sequential
Monte Carlo permutation test, the semi-parametric test, shrinkage estimator for the mutual information, classic
Pearson’s chi-square test for contingency tables with and without adjusted degrees of freedom, the Monte Carlo















Figure 6: Discretization of Short Term Drop
Step 2: Discretization of Continuous Features. Discretization of a continuous feature is needed only
when it is used in the NB part of the hybrid model. [47] presents an extensive survey of various355
discretization techniques. In particular, multi-level discretization technique by [48] and entropy
and MDL based discretization techniques by [49] are very useful. In this paper, we discretize STD
into two bins with cutoff value of 42.2% (i.e., STD = 0 if drop is ≤ 42.2% and 1 otherwise) .
This cut-off percentage is arrived at by supervised discretization. One effective way to discretize
a continuous feature is to look for specific breakpoints at which the class outcomes are sensitive360
to the changes in the value of a numeric feature. This implies the proportion of success to failure
(likelihood ratio) changes below and above this breakpoint. However, it is not necessary always for
such a distinct breakpoint to exist. In such cases, other discretization techniques will work. In our
dataset, we observe that ratio of frequency of dismissed to not dismissed exhibits a change around
42.2% (see Figure 6).365
Step 3: Searching for Best LR and Best NB Models. With 6 features in hand from Step 1, our goal
is to find the best LR and best NB models. By best, we mean lowest RMSE using cross validation.
If the number of features is small, we can do a complete enumeration, which involves searching
among 2q1 − 1 models, where q1 is the number of features remaining after step 1. If the number of
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features is large, we can resort to using a forward, backward, stepwise, or random search. In our370
case, we examine (26 − 1) = 63 different subsets to find the best model.
At this juncture, we emphasize the choice of RMSE as a performance metric. Most of the
earlier works in machine learning literatures (see [26, 27]) focus on classification. Consequently,
classification error, which measures the ratio of # incorrect classifications to # total instances, is
their choice for a performance measure. However, our objective is not classification, but predicting375
the probability of dismissal. Given this objective, RMSE is a better performance metric. For
example, classification error does not distinguish between two instances having predicted posterior
probability 0.51 and 1.00, and classifies both of them as dismissed. In contrast, RMSE detects
the quantitative difference exactly. Hence, we use RMSE as the metric for model evaluation.
For each of the 63 subsets of features, we use 8-fold cross-validation (CV) on the training set380
to compute the RMSE of a model. This means we randomly partition the training set into 8 equal
parts (called folds), use 7 out of 8 folds to learn parameters and use the 8th fold (holdout set) for
validation. This is repeated 8 times with each fold as the holdout fold. At the end of the 8-fold
CV, we have estimates of predicted probability of dismissal for all 832 instances in the training
set. In the next step, we compute the RMSE of a model as described in Step 4.385
Step 4: Estimating RMSE of a Model. In order to compute RMSE, first we sort the cases by
increasing order of predicted probability of dismissal, and then partition the training set into
8 equal-sized bins (the first 104 sorted cases constitute the first bin, the next 104 sorted cases
constitute the second bin, and so on.). The choice of # bins is critical and we explain this in more
detail later. For each bin, we compute (i) the average of the predicted probabilities of dismissal,390
and (ii) the actual probability of dismissal, which is the ratio of actual # dismissed cases divided by
total number of cases in the bin. The difference between the predicted probability and the actual
probability is defined as the prediction error for each bin. We compute the sum of the squared
prediction errors for all 8 bins, divide the sum by 8 to obtain mean square error, and then take the
square root of the mean square error, which constitutes the RMSE for the entire training set. We395
repeat the process of 8-fold cross validation and computation of RMSE 100 times using different
random splits of the training data. Finally, we compute the average RMSE and the standard error
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Table 1: A Typical example of computation of bin probability and RMSE
Avg. predicted prob. Actual prob. Sq. error
Bin 1 0.270 0.288 0.0003
Bin 2 0.320 0.355 0.0012
Bin 3 0.340 0.336 0.0000
Bin 4 0.385 0.365 0.0004
Bin 5 0.438 0.442 0.0000
Bin 6 0.482 0.432 0.0024
Bin 7 0.598 0.644 0.0021
Bin 8 0.654 0.625 0.0008
Sum of squared errors 0.0072
RMSE 0.0300
of the average RMSE. We do this for all models, and choose a model having the lowest error. A
typical example of computation of predicted and true average probability and RMSE is presented
in Table 1, and is shown in Figure 7.400
Bins-Bias Trade-off. The choice of # bins (say k, k = 8 in our case) is critical for model selection.
It may be seen that the choice of k not only affects the magnitude of the RMSE of each model,
but also affects their ranking. To explain this phenomenon, we have examined RMSE of all 63 LR
models with 8-fold CV and two different bin sizes: k = 4 (see Figure 8) and k = 8 (see Figure 9).
The results show that choice of k gives rise to systemic bias towards selecting models with fewer405
features when k = 4, and models with more features when k = 8, as can be seen from Figures
8 and 9. In these two figures, the first 6 models have 1 feature, the next 13 have two features,
etc. For the case of 4-bins (Figure 8), the smallest RMSE is achieved by a model with 2 features
(model #7), whereas for the case of 8-bins (Figure 9), the smallest RMSE is achieved by a model
with 5 features (model #58). The dotted line in Figure 8 and Figure 9 represents # features in410
the model.
To explain why this bias occurs, if k denotes the number of bins of the training set, the true
probability of dismissal of the k bins can be characterized by (k − 1) parameters (assuming that
the # dismissed cases in the training set is known). When we search for models to estimate the
true probabilities of dismissal of k bins by minimizing RMSE, assuming that each binary feature415
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Figure 7: Demonstration of computation of RMSE with 8 bins
accounts for learning at most one of the (k−1) parameters, the process will inherently favor models
that have (k−1) or fewer binary features. In contrast, models having more than (k−1) features are
unlikely to be chosen though such models may have good predictive power. For example, if k = 1,
we don’t need any features to estimate the probability of dismissal for 832 cases. For our example,
we split the training set into 8 bins, which allows selection of any model up to 7 parameters in an420
unconstrained manner. As we have only 6 features in the Markov blanket, the choice of 8 bins is
justified.
Step 5: Construction of a Hybrid Model. In this step, we construct a hybrid model. We have 6
features in the Markov blanket and this leads to (36 − 1) − (26 − 1) − (26 − 1) = 602 possible
hybrid models excluding pure LR and pure NB models. If we have a large number of features in425
the estimated Markov blanket, searching for the best hybrid model is computationally intractable.
We propose a heuristic as follows. First, we search for the best LR and best NB models. Next, we
search for the best hybrid models from the set of features that are either in the best LR model or
in the best NB model, i.e., we assume that if a feature is neither in best LR nor in best NB models,
then it will not be in the best hybrid model. This represents our second step in feature selection430
for constructing a hybrid model.
In the case of our dataset, based on lowest RMSE, the best LR model contains 5 features: (i)
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Figure 8: RMSE of LR models with 8-fold CV and 4 bins using the training set
GP, (ii) IC, (iii) STD, (iv) BR, and (v) S11, and the best NB model contains 2 features: (i) GP,
and (ii) STD. Hence, there are only 5 features that are either in best LR or in the best NB models.
Therefore, we need to search only (35−1)− (25−1)− (25−1) = 180 models to find the best hybrid435
model (as opposed to 602 models without the heuristic).
Next, we further assume that the best hybrid model must contain all 5 features that are either
in best LR or best NB models, and this further reduces our search space. Now we actually need
to search only (25 − 2) = 30 (out of 180 models) that contain all 5 features. In order to evaluate
the effectiveness of this heuristic, we evaluate all 602 models and find that this heuristic produces440
the same best model as that produced by an exhaustive search. We select the hybrid model that
has the lowest RMSE. The results are described in Section 9.
Step 6: Estimation of Out-of-Sample Error of the Best Models. Once we have selected the best
models, we need to estimate their out-of-sample errors. Notice that model selection using 8-fold
cross-validation is done using the same training set, and the average RMSE obtained using 100445
repetitions of the 8-fold cross-validation process may underestimate the RMSE error for an out-of-
sample instance. Therefore, at this stage, we learn the model parameters of the chosen models from
the entire training set of 832 cases, and then test it on the test set of 93 cases distinct from the
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Figure 9: RMSE of LR models with 8-fold CV and 8 bins using the training set
training set. However, this test set error is a point-estimate and we need a measure of variability
(standard error) of the test set error. Since we have only one test set, we use non-parametric450
bootstrapping technique as proposed by [50] to generate 1000 bootstrap samples, each one of
size 93, from the original test set with replacement. From each bootstrap sample, we compute
the RMSE and finally compute the standard error and confidence interval. Various bootstrap
confidence intervals exist in practice. We report the accelerated and bias-corrected bootstrap
confidence intervals (BCa) proposed by [51]. This approach adjusts for both bias and skewness in455
the bootstrap distribution and is accurate in a wide variety of settings.
9. Comparison of Models and Prediction
In Table 2, we summarize the average RMSE (from 100 repetitions of the 8-fold CV process)
of 3 different classifiers on the training set, which is used for model selection. The hybrid model,
which has 5 features (GAAP, internal control, bankruptcy, Section 11, and short term drop) emerges460
as the best model having lowest error on the training set. Using a paired t-test at 5% level of
significance, we find that the best hybrid model has significantly smaller RMSE compared to best
LR model (p-value = 0.04) as well as the best NB model (p-value < 0.0001). Also, the best LR
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Figure 10: Reliability Diagram of the Best Hybrid Model Using Data in the Training Set
Table 2: Best Models Selected and Their Average RMSE
Method # features features Avg. RMSE Std. Error
Näıve Bayes 2 GP, STD 0.0488 0.0012
Logistic Regression 5 GP, IC, STD, BR, S11 0.0436 0.0010
Hybrid 5 LR part : GP, IC, BR, S11 0.0412 0.0011
NB part : STD
model is found to be significantly better than the best NB model (p-value is < 0.0002) with regard
to training set error.465
We test the prediction performance of this model on the test set to represent the true error
that we might expect on a new dataset. As mentioned above, we resort to bootstrapping (1000
resamples) to estimate the standard error. The test set error of the best hybrid model, along with
standard error and confidence interval are given in Table 3. In addition, we use the reliability
diagram (see Figure 10) and the bar-chart (see Figure 11) to descriptively evaluate the model470
performance. It can be seen that the best hybrid model is well-calibrated [52].
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Figure 11: Prediction Performance of the Best Hybrid Model Using Data in the Training Set
Table 3: Test set RMSE
Method Avg. RMSE Bootstrap Std. Error Bootstrap CI
Best Hybrid Model 0.0930 0.0444 [0.0110, 0.1843]
10. An Example
To find the parameters of a LR model, we used glm() command in stats package in R, which
is used for fitting generalized linear models. To find the parameters of a NB model, we used
naive.bayes() command in bnlearn package. To find the parameters of a hybrid model, we used475
the respective packages for the LR and NB part and then combined them using Eq. (9).
Once the best model is chosen, the parameter estimates of the best hybrid model has been
obtained using all 925 cases in our dataset. They are as follows: β0 = 0.6305, β1 = −0.3412,
β2 = −0.2507, β3 = −1.1506, β4 = −0.8105, and the likelihood ratios are L(dismissal, std =
1) = 0.6465, and L(dismissal, std = 0) = 1.097. Eq. (10) represents the probability model for480
predicting the odds of dismissal. We now demonstrate the use of our model using an example,
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Figure 12: Best Näıve Bayes Model
Figure 13: Best Logistic Regression Model
taken from SCAC database, filed in 2013 (outside the sample period).
O(dismissal | gp, ic, br, s11, std) = e(β0+β1gp+β2ic+β3br+β4s11)L(dismissal, std) (10)
Case details:. Gail Fialkov, et al. (plaintiff ) vs. Microsoft Corporation (defendant); Docket: 13-
CV-11928; Court: W.D. Washington; Date filed: 08/12/2013. We first identify the values of the
features from the consolidated complaint (See Table 4) and then determine probability of dismissal485
using Eqs. (11) and (12). As per SCAC database, the case is now dismissed, which is consistent
with our prediction.
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Figure 14: Best Hybrid Model
O(dismissal | gp = 1, ic = 1, br = 0, s11 = 0, std = 0)





11. Summary & Conclusions
The main contribution of this paper is a model for computing probabilities for dismissal of 10b-5
securities class-action cases filed in Federal district courts. Using a hybrid model, which combines490
logistic regression and näıve Bayes, we suggest that only 5 features are significant for predicting
the probability of (initial) dismissal. They are GAAP, internal control, bankruptcy, Section 11,
and short term drop. Only short term drop, which was discretized into 2 bins with 42.2% drop as
a cutoff value, was used in the NB part.
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Table 4: Determining the value of the features from the consolidated complaint
[13] uses logistic regression in a Bayesian hierarchical setting to predict the probability of495
settlement/dismissal. As we mentioned earlier, the approximate training set and test set errors
were estimated from reliability diagram as 6.01% and 11.17% respectively. We show that our hybrid
model has a training set RMSE of 4.12% and a test set RMSE of 9.30%, which is an improvement
over the results in [13]. Our model is also simpler and uses only 5 features, compared to 18
features used by [13] in their model, and yet produces lower errors. Our model is designed only500
for predicting dismissal/non-dismissal, whereas the model described in [13] is a composite model
for dismissal/non-dismissal and level of settlements conditioned on non-dismissal. We believe that
feature selection using Markov blanket of dismissal helps to eliminate redundant/irrelevant features
(for dismissal) and improves prediction of probability of dismissal.
In our model, the parameter estimates (the slope coefficients) β1 through β4 are negative. This505
implies that allegation of GAAP violations, lack of internal control, violations of Section 11 of
Securities Act 1933, and bankruptcy filing by defendant, all make a class-action case less likely
to be dismissed. Our results are in agreement with the key findings in existing literatures. For
example, [33], [34] and [13], and all suggest that class-action cases with GAAP violations are less
likely to be dismissed, which is consistent with our results. Further, our finding concurs with [13]510
that violations of section 11 makes a case less prone to dismissal. However unlike us, they do not
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find the effect statistically significant.
Our findings also complement the existing literatures, which study the determinants of set-
tlement size. For example, our results suggest that when the defendant firms file for bankruptcy
during the class period, the court is less likely to dismiss the case. However, once the case is settled,515
bankruptcy does not seem to play any role in determining the settlement size [31]. Likewise, [31]
shows that presence of institutional lead plaintiff increases the overall settlement size. In this pa-
per, we bring interesting insights by suggesting that the presence of an institutional lead plaintiff,
however, does not increase the chance of dismissal.
We do not find insider selling as a significant feature and our result concurs with [32] and [34].520
[34] explains that insider selling (a.k.a insider trading) is a commonly pleaded motive for fraud
in many complaints and are pleaded more often when stock options is a form of compensation for
employees. As a result, the courts are skeptical about this allegation.
However, unlike [32], we do not find restated financials as a significant feature. Generally,
restated financials is perceived as direct evidence for accounting violations and makes a suit less525
likely to be dismissed. In our findings, models that include GAAP violations but not restated
financials predict better than those that include both GAAP and restated financials. It is possible
that these two features are highly correlated, and including both features results in double counting
that lowers the accuracies of the models.
Further, we also observe that the short-term-drop (STD) in share price within a period of 1−5530
days is an important attribute. This agrees with our belief that STD measures the immediate
impact of the security fraud and is a proxy of the financial loss suffered by investors. Hence, we
expect the likelihood of dismissal to be lower when share price drop is > 42.2%. In our case, the
likelihood ratio for dismissal is 0.6465 when STD > 42.2% and 1.097 when STD ≤ 42.2%, which
includes no allegation of short term drop in the consolidated complaint (see Section 10). Thus, an535
allegation of STD > 42.2% favors non-dismissal, which is consistent with our belief.
Finally, our model suggests that an allegation of lack of internal control is an important feature
for predicting probability of dismissal. This feature has not been widely studied in the past.
However, lack of internal control is being increasingly alleged in security class-actions. On an
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average, 23% of all class-actions filed during 2011–2015 have alleged internal control weaknesses540
over financial reporting [35]. Hence, lack of internal control is an important feature for predicting
dismissal.
In conclusion, we present a model that can be used to predict probability of dismissal in response
to motion to dismiss. The model identifies 5 features that are significant for predicting dismissal,
and largely consistent with the existing literature. The proposed hybrid model for computation of545
probability of dismissal will act a decision support tool for the D&O insurers in U.S. Since virtually
every public corporations in U.S. buy D&O insurance, there is an increasing interest in predicting
the probability of dismissal of class-action cases. Even knowing what features are relevant for
predicting probabilities of dismissal is also useful for assessment of underwriting risks for D&O
insurance. Considering the size of class-action settlements and increasing incidence of class-action550
cases, we believe that an improvement in predictive performance will go a long way.
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